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bulge Bulge out form a bulge outward or be so full as to appear to bulge.
The gun in his pocket made an obvious bulge.

carry An act of carrying something from one place to another.
I always carry money.

comprehensive A comprehensive school.
A comprehensive list of sources.

comprise Form or compose.
A totally new idea is comprised in this paper.

connote Involve as a necessary condition of consequence; as in logic.
Spinsterhood connoted failure.

correlate Either of two or more related or complementary variables.
Do these facts correlate.

cover Cover as if with a shroud.
Is this enough to cover the check.

encompass Include comprehensively.
An act designed to encompass the death of the king.

entail The act of entailing property the creation of a fee tail from a fee simple.
Her father s estate was entailed on a cousin.

entangle Twist together or entwine into a confusing mass.
They were suspicious of becoming entangled in a civil war.

envelop Enclose or enfold completely with or as if with a covering.
A figure enveloped in a black cloak.

fill Fill or meet a want or need.
He had filled the post in an acting capacity for some time.

filled Of purchase orders that have been filled.
Fog filled air.
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full Make something full fill up.
The fuller figure.

have Have sex with.
God have mercy on me.

hold Lessen the intensity of temper hold in restraint hold or keep within limits.
Hold your breath.

implicate
Bring into intimate and incriminating connection.
By saying that coffee would keep her awake Mary implicated that she
didn t want any.

include Consider as part of something.
The list includes the names of many famous writers.

included Contained as part of a whole being considered.
Service tax included.

inclusion The relation of comprising something.
They have been selected for inclusion in the scheme.

incorporate Formed or united into a whole.
He has incorporated in his proposals a number of measures.

involve Have or include (something) as a necessary or integral part or result.
My job involves a lot of travelling.

occupied Held or filled or in use.
She keeps her time well occupied.

packed Pressed together or compressed.
A packed theater.

paperback Having a flexible binding.
The shelves were stacked with well thumbed paperbacks.

pertain Be appropriate, related, or applicable to.
The shop premises and stock and all assets pertaining to the business.

replete Fill to satisfaction.
Sensational popular fiction replete with adultery and sudden death.

restock Replenish (a store) with fresh stock or supplies.
He restocked his land with pheasants.

sate Fill to satisfaction.
I am sated.

subsume Consider (an instance of something) as part of a general rule or principle.
Most of these phenomena can be subsumed under two broad categories.
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